Using the Letter/Number Template
If you would like to include letters, numbers, or someone’s
name on your cake or cake board try using our template.
Remove the template page from the book and place a
sheet of plastic wrap on top. Then choose one of the
methods below.
Fig. G1

Additional font templates can be downloaded and
printed out from our website. (http://MoreElla.com/b12)

Rope Fondant Method
1. Roll out a thin rope of fondant.

Fig. G2

2. Place the fondant rope pieces on top of the template
shape and form the shape as best you can. Use the
handle of the paintbrush to help manipulate the
fondant into place. Letters don’t need to be exactly like
the template; this is just a guide. Trim pieces with scissors.
(Fig. G1)
3. Let the shape sit on the plastic wrap for 10 to 15 minutes
or refrigerate for 5 minutes to firm.
4. Place your fingers underneath the plastic wrap to gently
lift the shape from the plastic. (Fig. G3)

Fig. G3

5. Adhere the shape by dampening the back with water
and a paintbrush or by applying tiny dots of piping gel.
(Fig. G3)

Candy Writer Method
If your kit includes a Candy Writer (or you have purchased
one separately) you can use that. To adhere your shape
use the candy writer as glue.
Fig. G4

1. Carefully trace the entire shape with candy (Fig. G4)
and allow the candy to harden completely - about 15
minutes. (Fig. G5)
2. Gently remove it from the plastic and adhere the shape
with a few dabs from the candy writer. (Fig. G2)

Fig. G5

3. Use a drop of Candy Writer as glue to adhere the shape
to the cake, cake base, or other candies.
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Letter/Number Template

A B C
GH I
MNO
S T U
Y Z 1
5 6 7

D E F
J K L
P QR
VWX
2 3 4
8 9 0
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